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ABSTRACT

Real-time, in situ fracture studies in the high-voltage electron microscope (HVEM) show that mi-

croscopically thin regions of amorphous NiTi form ahead of moving crack tips in the B2-NiTi in-

termetallic compound during tensile straining at temperatures equal to or below 600K. The upper

cutoff tempemture of 600K for this stress-induced melting (or amorphization) is identical to the

upper cutoff temperatures reported in the literature for both heavy-ion-induced amorphization of

the intermetallic NiTl and ion-beam-mixing-induced amorphization of N1and TI muhilayem. These

results, together with the fact that the higher crystallization temperatures (-1300K)of unrelaxed

amorphous NiTi alloys obtained by rapid quenching can also be reduced to, but not lower than

600K, by heavy-ion irradiation, strongly suggest that structural relaxation processes enhanced or

induced by dynamic atomic disordering allow the for&ation of a unique, fully-relaxed glassy state

which is characterized by a unique isothermal crystallization temperature. We believe that this

unique temperature is the Kauzmann glass-transition temperature, corresponding to the ideal glass

having the same entropy as the crystalline state. As the glassy state with the lowest global free en-

ergy, the preferential formation of this ideal glass by disorder-induced amorphization processes

can be understood as the most energetically-favored, kinetically-constrained melting response of

crystalline materials driven far from equilibrium at low temperatures.

1. INTRODUCTION

predicting and explaining the fmcture behavior of intennetallic compounds are very im-

portant technological problems since low temperature brittleness severely limits the practical appli-

cations of many of these compounds. Despite a long and continuing effort to understand the brit-

tle behavior, there is no genemlly-accepted explanation why some intermetallics are more suscepti-

ble to brittle fracture than others. The criterion for brittle fracture is usually described in terms of

Griffith’s thermodynamic energy criterion [1], which stipulates that a crack becomes unstable and

begins to propagate when the mechanical energy release rate (which actually has units of surface
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energy), G,}=,,exceeds twice the surface energy, y,, of the twonewly-created fracture surfaces,

i.e. GC1=Y> 2y~. Elasticity theory [2]can be used to calculate the local energy release rate at the

crack tip from stress intensity factors specifying the applied loading conditions. However, al-

though the local stress intensiikation in the immediate vicinity of the crack tip is known to be the

primary driving force for fracture, the actual mechanism by which the strain energy is dissipated

during crack propagation is not well understood. Since brittle fracture involves breaking of atomic

bonds at the crack tip, an intriguing question is whether the bond-breaking process can be re-

garded as local melting of the crack tip. In the present paper, recent observations of stress-

induced amorphization at moving crack tips in the intermetallic compounds NiTi am discussed,

which strongly supports the idea that cleavage cracks melt their way through solids.

2. THEOWTKXL BACKGROUND

A simple model of cleavage fracture based on melting concepts was proposed in 1971 by

Caglioti et al. [3] who hypothesized that melting of the crack tip occurs when adjoining atoms pairs

across the cleavage plane are displaced a critical amount beyond their equilibrium positions. The

critical atomic displacement was assumed to be the mean-square thermal displacement that satisfies

the Lindemann criterion for melting, which in the harmonic approximation for a Debye solid is

(1)

where T. and (3are, respectively, the thermodynamic melting and Debye temperatures of the per-

fect crystal, m is the atomic mass, k is the Boltzmann constant, and h is Plank’s constant divided

by 2K. The Llndemann melting criterion for fracture leads to a very simple estimate for the surface

energy [3]

y~=m;2—<p~>n+ k(TB - Trn). (2)

In the first term, which is the potential energy associated with the critical displacement of adjoining

atoms pairs, mu214 is the nearest-neighbor force constant, o is the frequency of the lattice vibra-

tion and n is the number density of atoms per unit area in the plane of interest. The second term is

the energy required to separate the two fractured surfaces to a distance where they no Ionger influ-

ence each other and is taken as the energy difference between the boiiing temperature of the molten

liquid, TB, and the melting temperature of the solid. Despite the simplicity of the model, the cal-
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culated surface energies of a number of elements are in surprisinglygood agreement with experi-

mental values, particularly in predicting the correct cleavage plane for zinc and tungsten [3].

It follows from Eq. (1) that the melting temperature of the perfect crystal will be given by

mke 2
T~ = —<&>.

9 hz

9%=(P

(3)

However, Okamoto et al.[4] pointed out that the melting temperature of highly-strained regions of

crystals, where atoms suffer large static displacements from their equilibrium positions, will not

be the same as that of a defect-free crystal described by Eq.(3), which considem only the effects of

dynamic (thermal) displacements. Their generalkd version of the Lindemann melting criterion

assumes that melting of a defective crystal occurs when the sum of the static and dynamic mean-

squam displacements reaches a critical value identical to that for melting of the perfect crystal, i.e.

(4)

If this hypothesis is correct tie bulk melting temperature of a defective crystal, or the local melt-

ing temperature of the highly strained crack tip region of a crystal, will be given by

(5)

which is identical in form as@. (3), but with a disorder-dependent Debye temperature given by

‘1l.+ .
<p&>

(6)

Equation (5) predicts that the melting temperature of a defective crystal will decrease linearly with

increasing degree of disorder, measured by < p~ >, reflecting the effect of disorder on the Debye
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temperature described by Eq. (6). Since 92 of an isotropic elastic solid scales linearly with the

average shear modulus G , the linear decrease in melting temperature with increasing disorder will

be directly observable as a disorder-induced elastic softening of the average shear modulus having

the same functional dependence on <pa> as Eq. (6). Hence, a direct corollary of the genetilzed

Lindemann melting criterion is that the reduced quantities T&/T., 6~2/@, and G~/G, all must be

equal and have the same functional dependence on c&>, i.e.

Z&. QL=!34=
T. 62 G

The lowering of the melting temperature reflecting the elastic softening induced by a defect

structure, as described by E@.(7) is a very geneml effect since it depends on the magnitude, but

not on the physical origin of <p& >. Hence, e p& > can be a measure of the concentrations of

point defects, misfitting solute atoms, anti-site defects, or of the dislocation density or any other

type of intrinsic or extrinsic defects, including inhomogeneous defect structures like grain bounda-

ries (see ref. [4] ),. For example, if C is the atomic fraction of point defects or misfitting solutes

in a crystal, the mean-square static displacement associated with these defects will be of the form

< VL > CY.C( 1-C), and hence will, be directl y proportional to their concentmtions for Cc-d; for

anti-site defects in an ordered alloy or intermetallic compound, <& > cc( 1-S2), where S is the

Bragg-Williams long range order parameteq for a dislocation structure of density p, <I&> a pz ;

and for grain boundaries of average diameter D, <I.& > a D 1. T~ in Eq. (5) or (7), therefore

represents a generalized polymorphous melting curve for defective crystals, which, for example,

can be used to obtain conventional TO-curveson binary phase diagrams by expressing< p2m>,

0 or G in these equations as a functions of alloy composition [4, 51. The Mndemann scaling rela-

tionships in Eq. (7) are of special importance for damage accumulation processes, such as irradia-

tion or ball milling, since the effect of damage on the melting temperature will not be directly

measurable due to annealing of the damage structure during heating. However, at very low tem-

peratures, $~ or G~can be readily measured as a functions of defect concentration [6], or degree

of chemical long-range order [71,and hence, the corresponding polymorphous melting curve for

the damage crystal can be determined using Eq. (7).
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An important prediction of the generalized Lindemann melting criterion is that any crystal

can be forced to melt below the thermodynamic melting point of the defect-free crystal by intro-

ducing a sufficient amount of static disorder. That applied tensile stresses can drive t.lis disorder-

induced melting at crack tips, due to the local stress intensification, is supported by recent

Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of crack formation [8], Figure la shows a stress-strain curve cal-

culated for a model fcc system under uniaxial tension at T=O.35T~ using a Fiis-Sinclair type

potential fitted to platinum. The stress-induced melting event is seen as a sudden drop in the stress

level at a strain of eti E=0.13. The sequence of atomic conf@rations in Fig. lb show that, as the

crystal is stretched, the displacement of atoms from their equilibrium increases until a tempera-

ture-dependent critical strain is reached ( Ed= 0.13 for T=O.35T~ ) where thermal fluctuations in-

duces local melting. The sudden drop in the stress level reflects the fact that the supercooled liquid

cannot sustain a tensile load, and hence, rapidly resolidiiles expitaxially, leaving a cavity as the

only evidence that melting has occurred.

On the basis of molecular dynamic simulations, Wolf and co-workers [9] have suggested

that expansion-driven melting can be triggered by a mechanical instability corresponding to the

vanishing of a shear elastic constant. However, free energy calculations by Lynden-Bell [8],

show that the stress-induced melting at ambient temperatures occur at a critical strain ( or stress),

where the free energy of the stretched crystal becomes equal to free energy of the supercooled liq-

uid at the ambient temperature. Hence, the MC simulation shows that melting occurs at a critical

combination of temperature and applied stress where the thermodynamic melting temperature for

that stress level becomes equal to the local ambient temperature at the crack tip. The lower the am-

bient temperature, the higher the applied stress level required for melting. This is illustrated by the

MC results in Fig. 2, which show that the melting temperature of the stretched crystal T. (u) de-

creases linearly with increasing applied stress. It also shows that the effect of stress in lowering the

melting temperature is identical to that of <I&> in the generalized Lindemann melting criterion,

which is not surprising since the atomic cox.figurations in Fig. lb show that <I&> increases witi

applied stress.

All of these stress effects can be easily understood by examining Fig. 3, which displays the

temperature dependence of the Gibbs free energy of the unstressed crystal, of the liquid, and of

two stressed crystdine states indicated by the dotted curves. Also shown are the free energy

curves for the ideal glass and two unrelaxed glassy states 1 and 2, associated with cooling rates
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such that T~l > T~2> TK, where TK is the Kauzmann glass transition temperature [10] corre-

sponding to the ideal glass, i.e. the glass having the same entropy ’as the perfect crystal. T. (u)

and T. (o = O)are the thermodynamic melting temperatures of the stressed and unstressed crys-

tals, respectively, as defined by the intersection of their free energy curves with that of the liquid.

Flgum 3 shows that as the free energy of the stressed-crystal increases, its melting temperature de-

creases and approaches the ideal glass transition temperature, T~, as the free energy of the

stretched crystal approaches that of the ideal glass. Hence, the thermodynamic criterion for stress-

induced glass formation becomes T. (a) = TK It follows from the Lindemann scaling relation-

ships in Eq. (7) that this thermodynamic criterion can be expressed as an elastic softening criterion,

i.e., G~= G~ or 6d =eK, where the subscript K denotes the ideal glassy phase. Figure 3 also

shows that, at this critical point the fme energy curve of the stretched crystal becomes tangent to

that of the ideal glass, implying that the melting transition, becomes a continuous or second order

crystal-to-glass transition that results in the formation of that glass having the lowest global free

energy. Two very important consequences follow from this thermodynamic picture. The first is

that the formation of the ideal glass will always be favored by solid-state disordering processes

over the formation of any unrelaxed glassy state. The second is that T~ represents an absolute up-

per-limiting cutoff temperature for all disorder-driven crystal-to-glass transformations. This con-

clusion follows from the fact there is no thermodynamic driving force for arnorphization for any

disordered or stressed crystalline state that has a melting temperature higher than TK In the fol-

lowing section recent experimental observations [11] supporting this simple thermodynamic pic-

ture of disorder-driven melting at crack tips are examined.

3. EXPERTMENTAL OBSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSION

Although MC simulation predicts that brittle fracture via local melting of crack tips is ther-

modynamically possible, in practice there are kinetic reasons why it may be dfilcult, if not impos-

sible to observe in simple fcc metals. Fkst, as shown by the simulations, the melting process for

fcc metals is a short-lived transient phenomenon whe~ rapid epitaxial resoliditication of the su-

percooled liquid may leave no evidence that melting has occurred. And second, other energy dis-

sipative processes, such as dislocation emission from crack tips, may occur first, i.e., at stress

levels lower than that required for melting. However, these effects can be circumvented for in-

termetallic compounds, since many can be amorphized during irradiation with energetic particles at

very low temperatures where most materials, with the possible exception of fcc metals, fail in a

brittle manner. Since the radiation-induced crystal-to-glass transformation is simply disorder-

induced melting of a critically-damaged crystal to a frozen supercooled liquid, i.e. to a glass, it
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should be possible to observe stress-induced melting at very low temperatures as amorphization of

the crack tip in a stressed intermetallic compound. Furthermore, as discussed in section 2, the

resulting glass should be the same ideal glass produced by other types of disordering processes

such as ion implantation or ion-beam mixing. Earlier, we reported direct HVEM observations of

stress-induced amorphization at moving crack tips during straining of the intermetallic compound

NiTi [11]. The temperature dependence of stress-induced amorphization and the isothermal

crystallization behavior of the resulting glass were compared with those associated with irradiation-

induced amorphization of crystalline NITi [12] and with ion-beam mixing of Ni and Ti mukilayers

[13]. The results confhned our hypothesis that, like the other solid-state amorphizing transfor-

mations, stress-induced melting of crack tips below T~ leads to the formation of a unique ideal

glassy state chamcterized by an isothermal crystallization temperature of 600K.

In situ fracture observations in NiTi were carried out with a Gatan side-entry heating-

straining stage in the HVEM at the Argonne National Laboratory HVEM-Tandem accelerator fa-

cilities. The straining stage is capable of achieving temperatures between 300- 825K and a maxi-

mum elongation of 2 mm. Miniature NiTi tensile specimens were prepared from bulk alloys with

Ti concentrations between 47-49 at. % Ti. The bulk alloys were rolled down to O.lmm thick

sheets which were subsequently cut into 3.0x6.5 mm strips. Tensile specimens for the Gatan

straining stage were prepared from these strips by boring l-mm diameter holes in the two ends for

mounting on the straining stage. A gauge length was created by electro-etching two slits along the

length of the specimen. All specimens were given a high-vacuum, pre-strain anneal at 900 *C for

20 minutes to remove any mechanical damage introduced during preparation. The annealing treat-

ment resulted in polycrystalline B2-NiTi with a typical grain size of 10 pm. Prior to mounting, the

central area in the gauge length was electropolished to electron transparency, using a single-jet

electropolisher with custom polishing holder.

In situ studies of stress-induced amorphization at crack tips on NiTi tensile specimens were

carried out between 300- 750K Microscopy observations were carried primarily in the dark-field

(DF) mode since the thin amorphous regions which form along crack edges and tips are extremely

difilcuk to see in bright field images. Figure 4 shows a DF image of a typical crack formed during

straining at 300K which is well below the range of kinetic glass transition temperatures 750-

850K reported for amorphous NiTi produced by rapid quenching techniques [14]. Selected area

diffraction (SAD) patterns taken from areas away from the crack tip region indicate a crystalline

structure while the SAD pattern from the crack tip region exhibits diffuse intensity halos, indicat-

ing that an amorphous phase forms ahead of the crack tip. DF images taken with part of the first
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diffuse intensity halo show that the amorphous phase is also present along the edges of the crack.

This indicates that, at 300~ the amorphous phase which forms at the crack tip remains amorphous

as the crack propagates into the crystal.

The temperature dependence of stress-induced amorphization is summarized in 13g. 5,

which shows the average width of the arno~hous layer along the crock edges as a function of tem-

perature measured for seveml NiTi specimens having either the B2 or martensitic structure prior to

straining. These results show that stress-induced amorphization at crack tips only occurs for tem-

peratures below about 600K. As shown in Fig. 6, this cutoff temperature can also be determined

in a different way, by plotting the percentage of specimens (12 were examined) which exhibit ei-

ther complete or partial stress-induced amorphization as a function of straining temperature.

Again, one sees a relatively sharp upper cutoff temperature at about 600& which is also the upper-

lirniting cutoff temperature TWA for both radiation-induced amorphizationof crystallineNiTi by

heavy-ions [12], and amorphous phase formation by ion-beam mixing of Ni and Ti muhilayer

specimens [13]. The thermodynamic si@lcance of 600K as the upper limiting cutoff tempera-

ture for all three types of disorder-induced, glass formation processes is that the crystallization

temperature of unrelaxed NITi glasses produced by rapid quenching techniques is generally much

higher, typically around 8(X)K[14]. However, as shown by Moine and Jaouen [12], the crystalli-

zation temperature for the unrelaxed glasses can be lowered to 600K, but no lower, by heavy-ion

bombardment. When taken togeher, these observation strongly suggests that structural relaxation

processes enhanced or induced by dynamic atomic disordering events allows the formation of a

unique, fully-relaxed NiTi glass which is characterized by an isothermal crystallization temperature

of 600K.

There are several reasons why we believe that this temperature of 600K is the Kauzrnann

glass transition temperature, T~, of the ideal NIT1glassy state having the same entropy as the

crystalline state. First of all, as a cutoff temperature for amorphization, which is independent of

the type of disordering process used, it satkdles one of the characteristic features of T~, namely

the absence of a thermodynamic driving force for amorphization above 600K. Secondly, the fact

that the crystallization temperature of initially unrelaxed NiTi glasses can be relaxed to, but not

lower than 600K, is also consistent with the concept of fully-relaxed, unique glassy state. A

third reason is that the cutoff temperature of 600K coincides with the temperature where dramatic

changes in elastic moduli and density are observed during heating of initially unrelaxed NiTi

glasses. For example, Okamoto et al [4] noted that the isochronal resistivity measurements by

Balanzat et al. [151show that the equilibrium state of chemical short range order (CSRO) in ini-

tially unrelaxed NITi ghwses is also attained at about 600K. This attainment of equilibrium CSRO



occurs just prior to the onset of topological short range order (TSRO) which is generally attributed

to the annealing of excess “free volume”. The signiilcance of this observation is that differential-

scanning-calorimetric studies [16] show that the relaxation process associated the gradual increase

in CSRO involves heat absorption, whereas those related to increasing TSRO involve heat release.

The fact that 600K coincides with temperature at which the transition from CSRO to TSRO oc-

curs, shows that the crystallization event Occurnng at 600K is unique, involving neither heat re-

lease nor heat abso@on, i.e. no entropy change. This is a defining signature of the ideal glass

transition since no heat release implies no entropy difference between the ideal glassy state and its

crystalline counterpart. Hence, the ideal glass may simply represent the equilibrium CSRO state

for a glass and the Kauzmann ideal glass transition at T~, the transition from equilibrium CSRO

state to TSRO.

The ideal glass-transition temperature can also be determined by plotting the kinetic glass

transition T~and kinetic crystallization tempemtures Tx as a function of heating rate. As shown by

Busch et al. [171for amorphous ZrA1.zTi1~,8Cu~zo#hlO@~.~, and by Okamoto et al. [4] for

amorphous CuTi, the two curves, Tg and Tx intersect at a point defining a critical heating rate and

a critical temperature where Tg = TX. In the case of CuTi, the critical temperature of 565K, de-

fined by the intersection point coincides not only with the absolute upper-limiting cutoff-

temperature for radiation-induced arnorphization reported by Koike et al. [171,but also with the

temperature at which unrelaxed CuTi glasses attain the equilibrium state of CSRO during heating

[151. For amorphous Zr41.2Ti13.8Culz.flild%..s, Buschet al [171showedthat the critical tem-

perature coincides with the ideal glass transition temperature, T~ = 562K, determined from spe-

cific heat measurements of the equilibrium supercooled liquid and crystalline states. The corre-

sponding critical heating rates are 1.67x10-5 IUmin for amorphous zrql.zTils.&u lz,fli10.oB%z..s

and 6.6x 10+ K/tin. for amorphous CuTi, which corresponds to lK every 41 days for

zG1.zTi@u l@i10.o.B%z..sand lK every 25.3 hours for CuTi. Since T~ = TX for these es-

sentially zero heating rates, the ideal glass should crystallize when annealed isothermally at TK,

even though it is typically several hundreds of degrees lower than the kinetic crystallization tem-

peratures of unrelaxed glasses. This hypothesis was tested by annealing the “ideal” glass pro-

duced at the crack tip of a NiTi specimen fractured at 300K for 15 minutes at various temperatures

between 300 and 923K. No change in the structure of the smorphous NiTi occurs until 593K

where the first hint of crystallization is observed, thus confhning the hypothesis. This is illus-

trated in 13g. 7, which shows DF images and the corresponding SAD patterns after annealing at

vmious temperatures. At 523 K, the SAD pattern shows that the crack tip is still completely amor-
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various temperatures. At 523 K, the SAD pattern shows that the crack tip is still completely amorp-

hous. After anneahng for 15 minutes at 593K, which is just below T~, a few small crystalline

grains are seen in DF images, although the SAD pattern indicates that the crack tip and regions

along the crack edges are still primarily amorphous. However, after 15 minutes at 633K, the

SAD pattern exhibits polycrystalline rings, showing that the “ideal” NiTi glass at the crack tip and

edges has almost completely crystallized.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In situ fracture studies of crystalline NiTi have confirmed recent predictions of MC simulat-

ions that stress-induced melting (amorphization) at crack tips can occur in crystals subjected to

uniaxial tensile stresses. The simulations show that tensile stress plays the same role in lowering

the melting temperature of stretched crystals as that played by <I& > in lowering the melting tem-

perature of defective crystals via the generalized Lindemann melting hypothesis. Isothermal crys-

tallization studies on amorphous NiTi produced at crack tips and edges confkn the hypothesis that

stress-induced amorphization, like other disorder-induced crystal-to-glass transfonnations, results

in the formation of unique, fully-relaxed, ideal glass having the same entropy as its crystalline

counterpart. There is experimental evidence that this ideal glass may correspond to the state of

equilibrium degree of CSRO, and that the Kauzmann glass transition temperature may represent

the transition form equilibrium CSRO to TSRO, a transition which involves no heat release or ab-

sorption, i.e. no entropy change.

This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Basic Energy Sciences-Materials

Sciences, under contract W-3 l-109-Eng-38. Special thanks are extended to B. Kestel for his aid
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FIRE CAITIONS

Fig. 1: (a) The stress-strain curve for model platinum at T = 0.351’~ (from

in the atomic contlgurations as a function of strain showing that the dramatic

on the stress-strain curve in Fig. 1 corresponds to the onset of local melting.

ref. 5). (b) Changes

drop in stress level

Fig. 2 MC simulation results showing that the melting temperature of the stressed crystal de-

creases linearly with increasing values of the critical applied stress.

Fig. 3: Schematics of the Gibbs free energy versus temperature of the stressed and unstressed

crystals.

Fig. 4 Dark-field image and selected area diffraction patterns showing amorphous phase forma-

tion in the region ahead of crack tip and along the crack edges [8].

Fig. 5 Average width of amorphous zone along crack edge as a function of temperature for B2

and martensitic NiTi [8].

Fig. 6 Percentage of NiTi specimens exhibiting either complete or partial amorphization during

fracture [8].

Fig. 7. Annealing of stress-induced amorphous phase at an intergramdar crack in NiTi formed

during straining in the HVEM at 300K. The specimen was annealed for 15 minutes at each tem-

perature.
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